John 15:15 – “No longer do I call you servants, for the servant does not know what his
master is doing; but I have called you friends, for all things that I have heard from My
Father I have made known to you.”

Crossroads of Consciousness
Man’s infatuation with fire has lead us towards a global warming trend.
“We didn’t start the fire, it was always burning since the world’s been turning”Billy Joel. Climate change, and general instability of seasonal weather patterns
are a direct reflection of modern man’s fossil-fueled termite driven
consciousness. This raging fire is within us. Global warming is an insidious state
of mind. You may be the reason for global warming.
Crossroads of consciousness come and go but YHWH-consciousness
remains forever. Turning on and tuning in to Divine-consciousness is groovy baby.
It’s a given thing and a terrible thing to lose. One must reach high into the
heavens. Once up, there is no turning back. Are you willing to make a stand and
buck group-think status-quo bull? The answer is always yes to get a little bit
closer to Divine-consciousness. Floating rainbows bridge YHWH’s covenant to
mankind, now high jacked by the LGBTQ community. Spectrums of infinite light
delight themselves in ecstatic waltzes of dazzling colors. Budding plant-life
reaches for the sky, feeding on the falling rays of the sun. Can darkness
comprehend the light? “Darkness cannot drive out darkness, only light can do
that.” (Martin Luther King) Where does the electro-magnetic spectrum and life
force detected in all things come from, and what is its source? You know you
were there. Can nature’s evolving internet actually develop its own hardware and
software-program all on its own? Does artificial intelligence have a conscience.
Where does the spirit go when the body sleeps? Are we not a blend of
physical, psychic and spiritual modalities? Electro-chemical chain reactions carry
sparks of life and consciousness connecting the body with its essential soul. Are
dream-states of non-consciousness windows to the eternal heavens beyond?
Brilliant symphonies of singing souls are out on vacation while we slumber and
sleep. Does the soul take cat naps when our bodies awake? Can the soul rejoice
in a body that does not accept its source? Was the body made for the day and
the soul for night? Are we sleepwalking when Divine-consciousness is not part of
our mind? Intuition of YHWH-consciousness is transmitted through the
connected soul, because the eternal soul is the only thing to be desired.
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And this is exactly what the toxic-enemy of consciousness wants, it wants
our immortal souls, lock, stock and barrel, forever unconscious of eternal life. Our
battle is not against flesh and blood but against the anti-spiritual powers and
forces of the atmosphere. As we pollute the air with toxic emissions, we release
demonic ghosts through a chain of metamorphic processes manifesting spiritual
pollution. The combustion engine takes in oxygen through the carburetor mixing
it with gas in the combustion chamber and exploding it with a spark plug to
produce energy and carbon-dioxide that passes through a catalytic converter.
The catalytic converter concentrates the deadly gas and emits carbon monoxide
(CO) via muffler into the atmosphere that we breathe. Gasoline itself is a byproduct of crude oil, which also goes through a metamorphic process at the oil
refinery: Oil to gas. Fossil fuels like oil, coal, shale, and natural gas are all byproducts of hydrothermal metamorphosis. There are both natural and human
sources of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Natural sources include
decomposition, ocean release and respiration. Human sources come from
activities like cement production, deforestation as well as the burning of fossil
fuels like coal, oil and natural gas. It takes incredible heat and pressure to create
metamorphosis. The hydrocarbon graveyard deep beneath our feet is the result
of a cataclysmic hydrothermal explosive event. (Genesis 7:11) “In the sixth
hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the second month, on the seventeenth day of
the month, on the same day all the fountains of the great deep burst open, and
the floodgates of the sky opened.” (Genesis 6:13) “The end of all flesh has come
before Me; for the earth is filled with violence because of them; and behold, I am
about to destroy them with the earth.” Global geological shifts bury and
transform their dead with devastating efficiency, before decomposition has a
chance to occur. Trapped fossil fuels below the strata layers that cover them, are
a direct result of ballistic deposition. Antarctica’s ice pack owes its homogenous
layers to the ensuing ice age that followed the hydrothermal release. The MidOcean Rift Fracture Zone is most likely the remaining substructure of the
“fountains of the great deep.”
Ironically, modern man has found a way to rob the graves of Nephillim
hordes through a triple metamorphic still, polluting the atmosphere with toxic
spirits. Where are the ghost-busters when you need them? The air is getting so
thick you could cut it with a knife. Who will volunteer to ditch their car first or
skip that plane ride to nowhere; I will if you will but you go first. There may be
enough oil in Russia alone to burn up what’s left of our vital atmosphere. Our
shrinking atmospheric shield once diminished past an unknown threshold may
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implode to end all life on earth. We all drive our weapons of mass destruction
with the pride and impetuous importance of ambassadors and presidents,
heralding forth global apocalypse. In a vain struggle to protect ourselves from
ourselves, we employ the counterproductive military machine that consumes the
lion’s share of fossil-fuels to destroy planet earth. In our mad frenzy to ensure
national security, we end up confirming mutual destruction. The military wheel
which represents mankind’s historical warfare experience will keep repeating
itself until we spiral into the hub of the wheel of Divine-consciousness; love one
another. The spokes of the wheel that make global peace possible are
compassionate co-operation, intentional communities living in sustainable
environments based on YHWH-consciousness.
Proverbial engines of consciousness in a continual chatter between
conscience and denial, rock back and forth in a pendulum motion to repeat
hypocritical oaths of self-effacing delusion. Scientific research based on
presumptuous evolutionary theories, give us misleading data that may be
irrelevant to global climate change. Evolution assumes slow and accumulative
build-up of ice layers on the continent of Antarctica despite the fact that no
accumulation of additional ice and snow in Antarctica has ever been witnessed,
because it is always too frigid for precipitation of any kind to occur. However,
speculative theories abound. According to Philip Stott “Global Warming is not a
threat to Polar Ice” and he ads “When will we recognize the basic truth that
change, both evolutionary and catastrophic, is the norm on our planet.”
Catastrophic deposition of ice layers yes, evolutionary deposition? Hardly.
Erosion exceeds deposition, overall the ice is melting and losing ground. Ho ho ho
little mofo from pole to interpole I am black Santa and I just returned from a
round trip cruise of the counterclockwise North Pole in the Arctic and the
iceblocked clockwise South Pole in Antarctica, now I’m bi-polar and you are the
reason for global warming.
Environmental studies confirm the error of our ways only to exacerbate the
unredeemable situation at hand. Spinning our wheels as fast as we can, doing
circles like racers at Indy 500, or like a dog chasing its tail, we just never really
reach our final destination. One just can’t ride fast enough to catch up to that
dangling carrot just in front of them but always out of reach. Damn it, when does
the madness ever end? There are no winners in the fossil fuel race, we simply all
lose. It is estimated that it takes a warehouse full of oxygen (30,000 cubic ft.) to
burn one gallon of gas. Most of the energy produced inside a combustion engine
is derived from exploding oxygen under pressure. Exponentially more oxygen is
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consumed by the carbon-dioxide rising up through the atmosphere in an allconsuming chemical reaction. Billions of gallons of gas are burned through the
combustion engine on a 24/7 basis, the fossil fuel age may be the last, unless we
shift our consciousness and fast. Without the least regard, oblivious consumers
of fossil fuel death continue to chase their empty pipe dreams through the belly
of the beast.
Speed limits of modern-consciousness are dangerously out of place and on
a collision course with disaster. Sometimes it’s best to slow down to avoid a head
on collision, laws of physics dictate it is safer to go slow. Smog monsters of
gargantuan proportions laugh in sheer delight as we continue to add feed to the
fodder of an all-consuming fire. At the levy, the good old boys drinking whisky
and rye reminisce about the clear skies as they sing bye-bye Miss American pie.
U.S. Americans consume the lion’s share of all fossil fuels, to support a nation of
350 million on a planet of over 7 billion. Our gigantic fossil footprints have
trampled our collective environmental consciousness into unrecognizable
dimensions. Bloated with fat, we float in hyper-consciousness of massive social
denial. Great humanitarian catastrophes flourish as a result of our gluttony and
voracious appetite for raw oil, the black-liquid of meta-physical death.
Since consciousness is not merely a chance occurrence but a result of
intelligent cause and effect actions and reactions, the outcome depends on which
direction consciousness is heading, creative construction or counterproductive
destruction, one or the other. Human consciousness cannot travel in opposing
directions simultaneously, and the determined path one is on will match his or
her creative or destructive function in life. In my line of work, a treeplanter can
either commit himself to planting consistently good trees that stand a good
chance of survival, or the treeplanter can dispose himself to stuffing the roots
inside a shallow hole and consistently planting trees that will die. As a veteran
treeplanter I am witness to modern forestry practices that undermine the ecostructure at a fundamental level (about stump high) and then justify their
exploitation by claims of reforestation that attempt in vain to repair an
irreparable environment. There is nothing wrong with logging as long as it serves
the forest by delicately thinning it out where needed, a ratio of one log to the
majority left standing, thus eliminating the need for treeplanting. All wild forests
have their start by seed propagation, but man ignores nature and insists on
planting genetically modified trees. Super trees bred for board foot production
instead of reproduction. If the sky above our heads had a best friend, trees would
be that faithful companion. Trees take in carbon dioxide and turn it into oxygen,
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the air we breathe. The more trees there are, the more air there is to breathe.
Does it not make sense to plant the seeds of trees? Johnny Appleseed
consciousness is applicable in today’s termite driven unconscious society. Massive
reforestation is the only way to stop and reverse global warming. President
Donald Trump’s bold new vision “The Trillion Tree Initiative” is a major leap in the
right direction.
Deforestation of Earth’s continents is of major concern, there are less trees
now than ever before in recorded history. Demand for more timber products is
increasing with population growth, and it is now more urgent than ever to make
reforestation a #1 priority; on a global scale. Do we see the forest for the trees
when holding a chainsaw in our sweaty hands? No-where else is this more
apparent than Brazils green giant, the mighty Amazon. By far the largest country
in Latin America, Brazil is home to the Great Amazon River Basin. This incredible
expanse of emerald green forest, with its intricate network of streams and rivers,
forms the lungs of the earth. The Amazon is the heartbeat of our atmosphere,
pumping out vast amounts of oxygen rich moisture, which converts into streams
and rivers. A continuous cycle between land and sky, rain-sunshine-rain, set the
pace for a flourishing rain-forest.
Teeming with diversity and abundance of plant life, this vanishing forest is a
pharmacopeia for the legal drug industry. Thousands of different types of drugs,
are derived or synthesized from these forest plants; urban sprawl, modern
farming methods, clear-cut logging, and fires all threaten this most vital forest.
Nearly half of the Amazon rain-forest has been converted into farmland and
urban sprawl in the last one hundred years. Hawaii used to be the sugar cane
capital of the world, this rank was taken by Brazil. We feel and see the dire
consequences of mono-cropping sugar cane here in Hawaii, will the same happen
to the Amazon?
Brazil is going green, and is a leader in financial investments of sustainable
and alternative energy resources. This “Green Giant” is also taking measures to
curtail the abuse of the Amazon. Great care and sensitivity must be taken, to
properly develop the remaining forest. Ultimately, the fate of the Amazon will lie
in the hands of those who own it. Unfortunately, the bulk of Brazil is owned by a
handful of very wealthy families. Hopefully, these land tycoons will not repeat
the mistakes of the past. If they do continue this alarming rate of deforestation of
the Amazon, the consequences will be felt globally. Without the Amazon, planet
earth would suffer a severe stroke, if not a heart-attack! The integral vitality of
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this one place on earth is so essential to the scheme of the Eco-system, that life
may not be possible without it.
There are native tribes within the Amazon, who have never been exposed
to the modern man’s world and these invisible people must be protected from
modern civilization. We have a lot at stake here, within the hands of a few. With
the advent of modern machinery, bulldozers, trucks, trains, chainsaws and sawmills, all have been targeted against the mighty Amazon. When the invisible ones
hear the roar of the machines they retreat further back into the forest, smashing
emeralds into green powder. They rub their naked bodies with precious but
shattered gems, for protection against the odious machine demons.
Brasilia being a developing nation with a burgeoning population, and a
taste for power, builds huge hydro-electric dams flooding the habitat of the pure
ones. Once these precious people are gone they are gone forever. What can we
learn in the present, from these ancient cultures? Will we make our peace with
nature before it’s too late? Some conservationists say that Brazil is not doing
enough to save their emerald rainforest, others praise the government for their
valiant effort. However, corruption and scandal, plague the political atmosphere
of the Brazilian government. Money, or the love of it, wins out over conscience
and good sense.
Whatever the outcome, I remain optimistic, because I believe in the
resilience of nature, and inherent goodness of humanity. And this is it; the
crossroads of consciousness; humanity versus homo-sapiens consciousness. Will
we continue to allow ourselves to be guided by our inherent conscience, or the
law of the jungle, and survival of the fittest, or rather frichest mentality? This is
the hard question Brazilians are faced with. Yes, Brazil owns a treasure, but what
will they do or not do with it? The real value of the Amazon is in its beauty,
diversity, oxygen, and water production, this is why it must remain intact. In a
sense, the land barons of Brazil hold the fate of the whole world in their hands,
because, the Amazon is the essential heart and lungs of the planet-Earth; A living
planet in peril.
A shift from fossil-fuel consciousness to green-earth consciousness is
essential, if we are to make the necessary lifestyle changes to promote a green
earth. It is this generation’s mission to save planet earth. All the world’s nations
must reach a consensus of consciousness that will make the issue of global
climate change the #1 priority: Plant planet earth revolution. Immediate
measures must be taken to stop and reverse global warming by planting billions
of Eco-seeds on a global scale. Plant the seeds of trees and save Earth. All natural
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forests were planted by seed not seedlings. Planting forests is a state of mind.
Global climate change is rapidly approaching a threshold of no-return, will
awareness of this cataclysmic weather shift alone be sufficient to lead us into the
“Crossroads of Consciousness”?
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